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10th Anniversary Celebration
with Delivery of 200th
REMUS 100

Hydroid, USA, is celebrating the 10th anniversary of its founding with another
milestone: the company recently delivered its 200th REMUS 100 AUV. In
December 2011, Hydroid delivered its 200th REMUS 100 AUV to the
Swedish Navy, which purchased two of the vehicles to support its mine
countermeasures programme. The Navyâ€™s Explosive Ordnance Disposal
teams now deploy the Hydroid AUVs in confined or shallow waters to find and
classify submerged objects, thus ensuring the safety of Swedish harbours.

In the decade since Hydroid President, Christopher von Alt, co-founded the
company in 2001, Hydroid has grown to become the industry leader in
undersea engineering. Von Alt has devoted his career to the advancement of
oceanography and undersea robotics. Today, von Alt and his team remain

dedicated to consistently improving REMUS technology to perfect the vehicles and their capabilities. Since its inception,
Hydroid has grown from a team of 20 employees in 2001 to nearly 100 employees today. Hydroid is enhanced by a growing
representative network, which provides local sales and support in nearly 30 nations around the globe.

In June 2008, Hydroid was acquired by Norway-based Kongsberg Gruppen ASA, and is now part of the Kongsberg Maritime
AUV Group that offers a full complement of REMUS and HUGIN AUVs for operations in any water depth. The company has
aligned the two product lines, providing users with operational synergies and a strengthened technology base. REMUS vehicles
are a perfect complement to Kongsberg’s HUGIN AUVs, ensuring end users have a single point of contact for technical support.

Hydroid's REMUS and Kongsberg’s HUGIN AUVs are modular: they can be fitted with a variety of sensors and used to aid in
hydrographic surveys, harbour security operations, debris field mapping, scientific sampling and mapping, pipeline inspection,
as well as many basic and applied research programs.
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